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• A myriad of high-throughput multi-
omics data is continuously generated.

• Domain knowledge and intuition are 
essential to derive and test 
hypotheses.

• Analysis requires diverse expertise 
and collaboration.

• Active Data Canvas makes it easy: a 
web-based intuitive, interactive and 
collaborative visual analytic tool to 
enable knowledge discovery from 
multi-omic data.

• Active data canvas facilitates more effective collaborations based on the 
interactive visual analytic tools and data sharing/versioning strategy. 

• Pinning data can dramatically reduce the time to proactively explore the 
extensive external resources for gathering the relevant information.

• Speed hypothesis testing and scientific discovery from large-scale omics data.

• Data deluge in multi-omic experiments (transcriptome, 
proteome, metabolome, etc.) 

• Requiring computational acumen limits productive 
browsing to explore/form conclusions.

• Logistical complications among collaborators with 
different domain knowledge can limit effective data 
analysis and scientific discovery.

• Visual analytic tools allow users to interact with data, 
and greatly improve the speed and quality of analysis. 

• Some tools offer web-based interactive heatmap (e.g. 
Next-Generation Clustered Heat Map and IntOGen), 
but they lack the ability to link data to external 
knowledge-bases and to share coworker’s analysis. 

• In order to visually display the interactive heatmap, users upload either a tabular formatted file (CSV)
or a RData file including the clustering information as well as raw data.

• Users can customize the list of genesets for enrichment tests. 
• Metadata files describing the experiment and samples (e.g. clinical measurements) are used to identify 

statistically significant attributes of a group of samples.
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Active Data Canvas

Figure 1 – Active Data Canvas has three main features/components. First, the 
interactive data viewers are web applications so that collaborators can easily access and 
share data. Second, it proactively conducts statistical analysis, and generates queries to 
research the domain knowledge to assist analyses. Third, all data and analysis is 
versions and shared via GitHub. 
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• Heatmap viewer
• Pathways viewer
• Data Canvas

• Gene-set Enrichment Test
• Statistical Significant  Test
• Pining and querying

• Web-based application
• Project-based sharing via 

GitHub
• Versioning user analysis

• JavaScript (jQuery, D3.js, 
HighChart.js)

• PHP
• Java Spring Framework

• R (MSigDB)
• Ajax
• RESTful APIs

• Java Persistence API
• PostgreSQL
• GitHub API

• Provides multiple data viewers 
implemented as web 
applications.

• For data analysis, gene-set 
enrichment tests and 
statistical tests are conducted 
across rows and columns.

• Data viewers communicate 
with the Canvas via API to pin 
(save) interesting data.

• Software assistants 
proactively research external 
knowledge sources 
associated with pinned items.

• All data and analysis are 
versioned via GitHub. 

Figure 2 – Example of input data files. (a) CSV format of protein abundance levels across tumor 
samples. Column and row names indicate the tumor sample IDs and protein IDs, respectively. (b) 
RData format of protein abundance levels across tumor samples. (c) CSV format of metadata for 
tumor samples.

Interactive Data Viewers

Figure 3 – Interactive Data Viewers: (a) Heatmap viewer. It displays the clickable dendrograms as well 
as heatmap. If you click the nodes in row, you can get the enriched pathways associated with the 
selected protein group. When you click the column node, you can get the statistical results and its 
graphs. (b) Pathway viewer. On the top of a pathway (Complement and coagulation cascades), raw 
data is integrated.

Data Canvas

Figure 4 – Data Canvas. From other viewers, users can pin the entities as they want through RESTful 
APIs. In canvas, a green seed appears. Data canvas has diverse assistant modules to recommend the 
knowledge by fetching the relevant data associated with the entity. It provides the recommendation 
cards for PubMed, NCBI, KEGG, and so on.
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Figure 5 – For enhancing 
collaboration, active data 
canvas employs GitHub
which is the largest code 
hoster in the world and is 
usually used to host open-
source software projects. 
GitHub is used to control 
revisions of user canvas as 
well as data itself and to 
share canvases with each 
other.
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• Every node in heatmap cluster can be clicked for statistical significant tests.
• Pathway viewer overlays data on the familiar visual context.
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